Helicon West presents
Chadd VanZanten and Russ Beck
authors of
*On Fly-Fishing the Northern Rockies: Essays and Dubious Advice*
published by The History Press

Thursday, September 24, 7:00 PM
Logan Library Bridger Room, 255 North Main

Russ Beck received the Frederick Manford Award for Creative Writing from the Western Literature Association. He edits and contributes to both howsmallatROUT.wordpress.com and braidedbrook.com. He teaches writing at Utah State University.

Chadd VanZanten’s essays have been featured in Backpacker, Big Sky Journal, and Eat Sleep Fish. Chadd’s short fiction was most recently published in the collection Between Places published by LUW Press. He is a professional editor based in Logan, Utah. When he is not fishing, he is writing. The opposite is also true.